Nourishment With a Side of Horror

Milk, the money maker.
Crying cow cuddles her calf in a blood soaked corner- longing to protect her.
But, when it comes to creamy delicious ice cream... humans are toddlers refusing to let go of their favorite toy.
Baby calf dragged from her lifeline- adding to the cycle of the dairy scandal.
Confused baby cows smushed, suffocating together, eating brown crunchy grass that's in worn out stalls.
Through holes in the wall- they watch as mothers' souls' disappear.
Suctions on their udders drain human drink out of them.
Pus, blood, milk swirling together from their swollen glands.

Sharp knife glittering in the light- calling for the large dirty pig.
Stabbing pain feels like dynamite exploding inside.
Pig's blood runs mixing into dusty mud.
Morning comes... Milk pours into the family's cereal- father tosses ripped up flesh into the frying pan.
Mother reads a local newspaper, top headline, *Cat thrown across room by man.*
"How could you, why would you hurt an animal," her voice, full of disgust, confused from the atrocious subject while...
Another human devours their offerings.